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Lawrence’s 125th year will 
go down in history as a unique 
one. Because Sage was being 
renovated, here was coed 
living on campus for the first 
time. The Ariel, defunct the 
previous year, was revived.
An election year brought 
p o lit ic a l cand ida tes  to 
Lawrence. Students voted for 
the first time in the Wisconsin 
Prim ary . On campus, Paul 
Chicos and Dan Toycen were 
elected to the top positions of 
LUCC.
The b lack  co m m un ity  
brought attention to its needs 
by occupy ing  the a d ­
m in is tra tio n  bu ild ings . A n­
tiwar protests and speeches on 
homosexuality were two other 
approaches to controversial 
issues.
Joe  E gg , T horeau , and  
L itt le ch ap  sent students 
rushing to Stansbury. These 
and many other experiences 
will send students home with a 
sense of accomplishment, as 
yet another year passes.
Radio Trivia Invades 
Campus This Weekend I rotest
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Interest, Enthusiasm Important
No Editors?
The Supervisory Board is still accepting petitions for 
editorships of Ariel, Tropos, and In the Shade, which should be 
submitted to Jan Bragg at Kohler or Bob Fritz at Brokaw by 
Tuesday. As of yet, there have been no applications for Tropos 
and In the Shade, and a minimum of response (guess what that 
means) for Ariel. What is going to become of these valuable 
publications?
In the Shade press is probably a better kept secret, as far 
as most Lawrentians are concerned, than the President’s plan 
for peace. Through it, the university funds publication of 
works by any community member ; past users of the service 
have included Mrs. Koffka, Jim  Vuko, and Davy Jones, but 
present users include practically no one. Temporarily, the 
Supervisory Board has taken the duties of editor upon itself, a 
move that seems sensible enough.
Tropos is almost as well known as In the Shade, its 
problem being that it comes out at the end of the year, and 
often after students have already gone home. We believe 
better publicity might help Tropos find contributors as well as 
editors. If not, it might be absorbed into a somewhat changed 
Ariel.
(For the uninitiated, Tropos is a short booklet including 
prize winning poetry and writing, and other submitted 
material deemed worthy of publication.)
Ariel has had a remarkable resurrection this year, and we 
hope it will continue. It seems reasonable to expect more 
enthusiasm after the books are distributed in the fall.
What if interest never shows up in the other two 
publications? It would be unfortunate to lose them. It has been 
suggested that a faculty member might head them as well as 
a student, and this might be a good alternative. Reprinting of 
old Tropos and Shade issues might serve to renew enthusiasm.
It is hard to believe that these two activities will simply 
disappear. Despite the Lawrentian’s example, there is still 
reason to believe that literary talent exists at Lawrence. It is 
extremely unfortunate that its chief outlets may well founder 
for lack of volunteers.
The New Catalogue
Lawrentians rarely think about the college catalogue; 
once they have their acceptance letters it is usually put back 
on a shelf at home where it rests forgotten. Nevertheless, it is 
an extremely important publication, because it helps to 
determine who will be attracted to the University.
There are now distributed to various people on campus 
copies of the manuscript for the new catalogue. If it is printed 
as it now stands, it will be considerably different from what 
has been seen before We think that on the whole it is an im­
provement .
Working on the assumption that applicants are not as 
interested in a careful listing of courses as they are in more 
general information about the school and people in it. both 
students and faculty, the authors of the new catalogue have 
summarized departments in paragraph form, and included an 
unusual amount of rather candid assessment of non-academic 
activities.
We are not quite sure what to make of the description of 
the Lawrentian: “Known for creating news nearly as often as 
reporting it, . .” but, we are satisfied with what has been said 
about us. At least it should get people interested.
Like all catalogues, the new one is still propaganda, in­
cluding such kernels of doubtful truth as “Students are 
relatively unhampered by grades.” At the same time it is 
more forthright than is common in describing the community 
government (“ the organization is in need of some new 
direction” ) and fraternities (“some people maintain that 
their demise is rapidly approaching, others point out that the 
Greek organizations contribute greatly . . .’’ ).
We congratulate the authors of the new catalogue for 
putting out a book that is eyecatching, more informative than 
usual, and possibly even helpful.
by Jerry Langer
I shall not attempt to do a 
complete and rigorous critique of 
Mr. Azzi’s article, but will merely 
point to one or two blatant con­
tradictions on his part, and will 
make some remarks on his 
concept of a liberal education.
Perhaps what I find most 
lacking is his non-emphasis of the 
word “methods” and his entire 
omission of the importance of 
development of communication 
skills. It is instructive to look at 
Mr. Azzi’s discussion of the 
lecture method to clarify these 
points and to discover a con­
tradiction. To prevent m isun­
derstanding, let me begin by 
saying that I believe that a lec­
ture can be a valuable teaching 
method. I will not dwell on the 
problem of lectures which repeat, 
som etim es v e rb a tim , easily  
accsssible written material (e.g. 
the text), but will emphasize that 
a lecture which synthesizes or 
organizes a number of facts or 
ideas, or which more effectively 
shows the working through of a 
complete, logical argument (e.g. 
a m athem atical proof), can be 
extremely useful.
Azzi mentions three factors 
which are somewhat decisive in 
determining what will happen in 
a c lassroom : student in ­
te lligence , preparedness, and 
articulateness. A more rigorous 
tre a tm en t than A zz i’s m ight 
identify the implicit assumption 
that the teacher in such a 
s itua tio n  (try ing  to lead a 
sem inar) is fully able to guide the 
students in fruitful discussion, 
debate, questioning, etc. I shall 
not raise the obvious problem in 
this assumption. To Mr. Azzi’s 
list of factors m ight be added 
interest and enthusiasm on the 
part of students and teacher.
Let us examine Azzi’s factors. 
Humor
If Azzi has found his students 
lacking in intelligence, he failed 
to say so. I will thus assume that 
such is not the case, and will 
proceed to the second and third 
factors. I would agree that 
discussion is difficult, though not 
impossible (it jjepends on what is 
expected from the discussion), if 
proper preparation is not made, 
and will inquire as to the reasons 
for the lack of preparation. Some 
are readily apparent. Students 
may be lazy, or very busy and 
somewhat behind, or they may 
feel, as Mr Azzi points out, that 
lectures p lace m in im um  
demands on them, or they may 
not be skillful in the art (and-or 
science) of questioning, or were 
never before expected or en­
couraged to ask questions, etc. 
The list can go on These last 
factors may also be involved in 
what Azzi describes as student 
inarticulateness. Having been in 
a few classes where I felt able to 
question or comment. I, too, have 
been frustrated at the lack of 
participation 
And what does Azzi do about 
these problems? Does he push the 
questioning, or purposely bait 
discussion? Believing that “ . . 
d ia lectic  is an ine ffic ien t 
teaching technique if students 
are not prepared to intelligently 
in tegrate  read ings  into their* 
commentary,” Mr. Azzi reverts 
to lectures. Here is Azzi’s great 
contradiction: Having proposed 
that one of the legitimate ob­
jectives of the institution is “ to 
demand from students maximum 
intellectual effort” , he reverts to 
lectures which, in his own words, 
“place m in im um  demands on 
students. . .” What has hap­
pened? A “teacher” has ab­
dicated his role as educator and 
has become merely a direct 
source of in fo rm a tion  tran s ­
mission. But this is not all. He 
has made no mention of the need 
to train students in the skills of
dialectic, and has seemingly 
based his reversion to the lecture 
method solely on the criterion of 
covering a body of material in a 
given time, or in using the allotted 
seventy minutes. What is the 
resu lt of neg lecting  the 
development of skills'? The fiasco 
of the psychology senior seminar, 
abysmal performance at honors 
of comps orals, dull classes 
(often through the advanced 
level), etc.
However, Azzi’s discussion is a 
point of departure for discussing 
the general lack of concern for 
basic skills, which can often be 
nearly  as im po rtan t as in ­
fo rm a tio n . At the facu lty  
discussion on the Freshman Core 
Program , which is obviously no 
longer the core of the freshman 
year, only Mr. Yatzeck, with 
several nods of assent, suggested 
that many students do not have 
necessary read ing , ana lys is , 
writing, and speaking skills, the 
development of which should, at 
least, be stressed in the freshman 
year. However, the conscious 
desire to develop skills should not 
be forgotten after that time. If 
segments of the faculty refuse to 
p a r tic ip a te  ac tive ly  in the 
development of communication 
skills, and seek to relegate such 
teaching to a few departments 
(such as E ng lish  and 
philosophy), then, it seems to me. 
the departments which have the 
dual responsibility to majors and 
important general skills courses 
may require additional staffing, 
which, as a consequence of 
curren t econom ic  cond itions, 
may necessitate cut-backs in 
more specialized departments. I 
will not pursue this point further, 
but submit that development of 
skills in rigorous analysis and 
c o m m u n ic a tio n s , are  both 
necessary , though not com ­
prehensive, functions of a liberal 
arts college.
Society: Threat or Menace?
by JO E  BRUCE
For the following discussion it 
w ill be necessary to place 
Lawrence University into one of 
two mutually exclusive camps. It 
is either (A) an academic in­
stitution or (B) a social in­
stitution. Some would argue that, 
as a part of the United States, 
in co rpora ting  m any students 
from  m any  d iffe ren t back ­
grounds, Law rence cannot 
help but be a social institution. To 
think otherwise would be to deny 
the existence of society itself, or 
at least to separate all schools, 
industries, governments, unions, 
or whatever from society as a 
whole. Society would then be 
made up of all the jobless, hungry 
people who have nothing to 
identify with and no place to go.
The counter argument is more 
prevalent. Lawrence, as part of a 
midwest town is thus immune 
from  the b rand : “ soc ia l” 
Everyone knows that the m id­
west is the most anti social place 
in the world, with few theaters 
and almost no cultural events. 
Besides, as we all know, the rural 
midwest is virtually unscathed 
by most “social” problems. It 
has no minority groups, no poor 
people, no problems whatsoever. 
Lawrence is fortunate to be 
existing in such a contented place 
and should take advantage of its 
separation from the mainstream 
of American life. It has a golden 
opportunity, one it should seize 
and covet, to become a purely 
“academ ic” institution. Freed 
from any involvement with the 
current world. Lawrence can 
devote itself to a complete un­
derstanding of the past. Quiet, 
scho larly  contem pla tion  can 
exist here as it can nowhere else
The pure ly  in te llec tua l 
existence, far from the input of 
society, is generally accepted as 
a desirable norm The question 
is: what kind of “academic” 
ins titu tion  has Lawrence 
become? It is my contention that
Lawrence has not reached its 
potential as a scholarly com­
munity. This is not, generally, the 
fault of the administration or 
faculty, who have consistently 
tried to foster a disdain for the 
messy affairs of the outside world 
(i.e. anything outside a 10 mile 
radius from Main Hall). No, the 
fault lies with the students. Most 
students, coming from outside 
Appleton proper, simply have 
had no preparation for the type of 
lives they are expected to lead. 
They have come from what is 
considered “ society” and, un­
fortunately, have not been able to 
free themselves from the yoke of 
membership which society has 
imposed upon them.
As members of society they 
unavoidably bring to Lawrence 
an interest in what is social: the 
world they return  to on 
vacations; the specific problems 
of that world; and other people in 
general This tendency is clearly 
at odds with the accepted notion 
of “education” . As one might 
expect, such people have a d if­
ficu lt tim e  ad ju s ting  to the 
Lawrence community. But the 
problem is much deeper than 
this These “ members of society” 
have been trying to lead “ social” 
lives on this campus. This effort 
has taken many forms. The most 
widespread and noticeable has 
been an increasing frequency of 
phenomena such as people 
talking. This is but the first step 
in socialization. The rest are 
much more subtle and devious.
Lawrence is c lear ly  in a 
critical stage Academia requires 
a total commitment and any 
efforts to socialize are bound to 
destroy the quality of the school. 
Witness the disrepute of schools 
like Harvard, Columbia, and 
Berkeley, which have been 
forced, by their very location, to 
exist in society. There, the 
students’ interest in social affairs 
was gratified, but only at the 
price of the schools’ academic
credentials.
I suggest the following as the 
only reasonable alternative in 
what has become a desperate 
crisis in the university. Our 
entire admissions policy should 
be drastically revised so that only 
people who can demonstrate no 
social ties shall be admitted. 
S pe c ifica lly , I propose that 
Lawrence affiliate  itself with the 
Appleton Public School System. 
Thus we w ould  acqu ire  a 
homogeneous group of socially 
aloof students, free from the 
lim itations society, social in­
teraction and experience im ­
poses.
This, however, would be a four 
year process, which is too much 
tim e  to w aste . Therefore I 
suggest that all students living 
outside Appleton be given two 
terms to leave. I realize that 
many of these people have been 
trying to adjust, but they must 
accept the goals of the 
university as valuable enough to 
w arran t th is  ac tion . People 
cannot sim ply wipe out 18 years 
of social indoctrination in a 
valiant effort to achieve a desired 
end.
These “ form er” Lawrentians 
should apply to other schools that 
fit the ir backgrounds; for 
exam p le , the aforem entioned 
schools of Harvard, Columbia, 
and  Berke ley . Those stu­
dents who prefer a quieter 
atmosphere, who do not enjov 
city liv ing, should try Swarth 
m ore, O b e r lin . M idd lebury , 
and a host of others These 
schools, while in small com­
munities, have made attempts to 
becom e socia l as well as 
a c ade m ic  in s titu t io n s . Their 
effort is, of course, doomed from 
the start and their reputations 
will suffer accordingly. Still, they 
will rem ain for a while quite 
comfortable places, and I think 
most students would be much 
happier there and Lawrence w ill 
be m uch  m ore com fortab le 
without them.
“ W elcom e to Law rence 
University, now celebrating its 
125th A nn iversary  of h igher 
memorization. .
“This is P lantz Hall, residence 
hall for men. Would you like to 
see a room? They’re beyond 
description—but they speak for 
themselves.”
“ I don’t know. W hat’s that?”
“Oh, that’s not a student’s 
room. That’s the fourth floor fire 
extinguisher testing grounds; it ’s 
where we find out that the ex­
tinguishers don’t put out. .
That’s how my student guide 
began my tour of the campus as a 
prospective student. Stunned by 
the recent student revolt to 
Lawrence’s traditional approach 
to what some people like to call 
education, the Admissions Office 
began an honesty campaign this 
year. No longer are prospectives 
met by glittering $3900 smiles and 
forked tongues feeding the same 
fishy lines about small classes 
because of a 12 to 1 faculty- 
student ratio and an easy-going
McDonald To Give 
Final LU Recital
Robert McDonald, a junior 
piano major, will be presenting 
his junior recital in Harper Hall 
at 5 p.m . on Thursday, June 1. 
This recital will be his fifth and 
last program at Lawrence.
M cD ona ld  has won m any 
awards during his three years at 
Law rence . This spr ing  he 
auditioned to be adm itted to the 
C urtis  In s titu te  of M usic. 
Philadelphia, one of the most 
prestigious music schools in the 
country, as a transfer student. 
A pp rox im a te ly  one hundred 
pianists from all over the country 
auditioned for adm ittance; he 
was one of two chosen and will 
study next year with Seymour 
Lipkin, teacher of Peter Serkin. 
He has been a student of 
Theodore Rehl at Lawrence.
campus as evidenced by the 
action-packed Viking Room.
“ Lawrence is really more like 
that teletype machine in the 
Union. Larrys run day and night, 
tu rn ing  out w hatever the ir 
superior puts in front of them to 
copy, never using their own 
initiative, but never really en­
couraged to either.”
“Well, what about all those 
people over there? T hey ’re 
holding class outdoors, aren’t 
they?”
“ No, I ’m a fra id  th a t ’s a 
committee meeting. You can tell 
it ’s not a class because in a class, 
the teacher ta lks , everyone 
listens, and everyone is bored. At 
a committee meeting, everyone 
ta lks , no one listens, and 
everyone is still bored.”
“ It doesn’t sound like a very 
communicative com m unity .” 
“That’s an unfair assumption. 
Larrys  are very com ­
m unicative- just look how fast 
disease spreads.”
“But do they ta lk ?”
“Only when they open their 
mouths.”
“Oh, how often is tha t?”
“Too often for what usually 
comes out.”
“Then why do they want to talk 
so m uch?”
“Well, you really can ’t blame 
the students. They’re only 
following the example of the 
faculty .”
“ Are you saying that the 
faculty isn ’t doing a good jo b?” 
“ Of course not. T hey ’re 
preparing us for the outside 
world, even if they won’t adm it 
it .”
“Preparing you? Why, you 
never do anything except take 
notes and then regurgitate them 
on a test.”
“ But th a t ’s it ! Law rence 
teaches you to adapt yourself to a 
r id icu lous  s itua tio n . And it 
teaches you how to get a 
m ax im um  resu lt from  that 
situation with a m in im um  of 
input, and a lot of bull-ology. Isn ’t 
that what the world is all about?”
The Vikes are No I with us at Sabre
and
Sabre Lanes is No. I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 —  Come and visit us
Say Good-Bye to 
Yonr Chick with 
Flowers from
CHARLES 
the FLORIST
128 N. Oneida, 734-1061
Jleite/iA. ta the &(jLtost.. . .
letters to the Id ita r  must he typed douhlespace<.l kept as short as possible and submitted to the Lawrentian office 
no Inter than 7pm  Wednesday evening. All letters thus submitted and neither libelous norm  bad taste will ra  eive 
publication I he lawrentian reserves the right to make stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate 
printing without changing editorial content. All letters must be signed but names may be withheld from 
publication for sufficient cause.
Congratulations
To the Kditor:
I wish to congratulate you on 
the fine article and illustrations 
on Education in the last issue of 
the Lawrentian. I haven’t seen 
such fine and objective reporting 
since I bought a copy of the 
National Tatler. The pace set by 
the Front Page illustration, in­
dicating that we are all in a 
prison with no chance for a “true 
education,” was carried on inside 
with Mr. Roudane’s article.
C oncerning  M r. R o ud ane ’s 
masterpiece I can only quote a 
friend of mine in that “ it is one of 
the finest pieces of reactionary 
crap I have seen in a long tim e .” 
The gist of the thing seems to be 
that Mr. Roudane doesn’t like to 
sit in a lecture and take notes. To 
support this view he invokes a 
poll that less than a quarter of the 
people questioned subm itted  
answers (I never heard of any 
poll of this sort). The author also 
uses deep and meaningful ex­
pressions like “ . . . the cognitive 
form of education is not in itself 
conducive  to le a rn in g .” He 
claims that the entire burden of 
the problem should rest on the
SENIORS: 
come to sunrise service 
5:45 am Sunday, June 11 
a community event in 4 parts 
i wording 
bring a poem to read 
bring a song to sing 
ii. gaming 
a ritual combat in 
which you can participate 
iii. feeding 
bring fresh fruit 
to feed your friends 
iv. dispersal
mystery, goodbye, fanfare 
balloons.
If you have suggestions, or want 
to help, call 
Ted Tollefson, 739-0770 
Anne Paulet, 739-9994
W H Y  N O T
S AV E M O R E
A N D
W O R R Y LESS?
BUILDING AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATION  
320 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE
faculty. That they are stagnant 
and outdated. What rot.
And what answer is provided 
for this gripping problem of 
finding the Right way to get an 
education? I was unable to find 
one. The impression I got was 
that Mr Roudane wants to find a 
log and get a professor with a 
Ph.D . in his subject to sit on one 
end and provide h im  w ith 
meaningful discussion while he 
sits on the other and learns from 
a true “emotional involvement 
with the subject.” Watch it Mark, 
even some of those logs have 
splinters!
I am glad that the Lawrentian
staff did give equal time to the 
defense and printed the article by 
Mr. Azzi. But with the front page 
picture and Mr Roudane’s ar­
ticle, I am  afraid  that the rebuttal 
could easily have been over­
looked.
I respect the right of the 
Lawrentian to print things that 
can be of interest to the student 
body and if the article was 
nothing else it was interesting 
But I object to the entire issue 
being slanted in such an obvious 
manner and I object to the idea 
that Mr Roudane’s opinions are 
those of the entire student body.
— KEITH POW ELL II, Brokaw
Campus Notes
Bike Repair Shop Tropos
Cooke House announces the 
opening of the Cooke Bicycle 
Repa ir  Shop. B rakes, gears, 
tires, etc. will be repaired. All 
workmanship is fully guaran­
teed.
For Photographers
Good photographs depicting 
students and faculty members in 
cam pus and  off - cam pus 
programs are sought to illustrate 
the fo rthcom ing  book for 
prospective students. P lease 
subm it copies of your 
photographs, either on contact 
sheets or as prints, to Mrs. 
Hebee, Sampson A lum ni House, 
by Friday, June 2. All prints and 
negatives, properly identified, 
w ill be re turned  to the 
photographer.
Tropos, Lawrence’s literary 
publication, will not be available 
for distribution until the summer. 
Although the magazine is free, a 
10c m ailing fee will be charged. 
Students interested in receiving 
an issue of Tropos should sign up 
at Downer or Colman between 
12:00 and 1:00 next Monday or 
Tuesday. Professors are asked to 
contact Steve Gloe at Trever Hall 
(via campus m ail).
Alumni Assistants
There will be a meeting for all 
graduating seniors who are in ­
terested in the Alumni Assistants 
Program on Tuesday, May 30 at 
7:30 pm in Riverview. The ad­
missions staff encourages the 
attendance.
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TAKE YOUR PARENTS OUT TO 
DINNER AT THE
HOT FISH 
SHOP
Corner - Franklin and Superior, 739-8896
A Meal Without Wine 
Is Like a Day Without Sunshine
CARDS
FATHER’S DAY CARDS 
GRADUATION CARDS 
FOR FRIENDS 
NEW SERIES OF 
FRIENDSHIP CARDS 
including: 
HALLMARK’S MOMENTS 
OF BEAUTY
also other series
PAPERBACKS
FOXFIRE BOOK -  Wiggington 
I AM NESS -  Ian Kent 
DICTIONARY OF ANGELS -  
Davidson 
GUERRILLA TELEVISION -  
Shamberg 
VEGETARIAN EPICURE -  
Anna Thomas 
WHOLE EARTH CATALOG 
PIKTUR’S METAMORPHIS -  
Hesse
ATT. SENIORS
Please Note: We 
Still Have Some 
Announcements Left
Your Cap and Gown Order 
Must Be Placed By 
Sat., May 27 -  Tomorrow, 
A $2 Service Charge 
Will Be Levied If Late
The Gowns Will Be 
Available To Be Picked 
Up on June 8 , 9 , 10
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THE HUMAN RELATIONS committee put up a plastic slide on union hill twice this term, and a 
number of daring souls risked life, limb, and dirty clothes to take part in the experiment.
Faculty Changes as Members 
Retire, Move, or Go on Sabbatical
by SUE JAN SKY and 
R ICH  W EB B ER
Thirty-nine members of the 
faculty and staff will be leaving 
Lawrence at the end of Spring 
Term. The reasons behind their 
departu re  inc lude  going  on 
sabbatical to pursue research or 
write, furthering their education, 
accepting positions elsewhere, 
and taking a well-deserved rest 
A sample of the group m ight 
include these parting La wren- 
tians:
Suresh V. Kanekar, Visiting 
Assistant Professor of 
Psychology, will be leaving the 
US in June, when his visa ex­
pires He is hoping to find a 
position in India or Canada 
teaching psychology.
Assistant Professor of Math- 
matics, Eugene B. Davis, has 
accepted a position as Chairm an 
of the Mathematics Department 
at Marborough School in Los 
Angeles. Even though he 
received several collegiate o f­
fers, D r. D av is  chose M a r ­
borough, a private prep school 
for girls, because of its location 
and high-quality students, among 
other reasons.
Leaving Permanently: 
Laila N. Abou-Safif 
N. Dennis Chasteen 
Eugene B Davis 
Martin S. Emanuel 
Paul M. Haberland 
Suresh V. Kanekar 
Marjon B. Ornslein 
Nan E. Orihmann 
David W. Paulsen 
Karl V. Rinehart 
John F. Ward 
Carmel McCallum Barry 
Ronald A. Haak 
Dennis S. Klinge 
Edward J. Rath, Jr. 
Wayne L. Stevenson 
Melvin A. Strom 
Anthony C. Berman 
Terry CoBabe 
Lynn E. Eilefson 
Lee B. Hopkinson 
Nina B Kirkpatrick 
J. Samuel Rav
On Sabbatical 
Elizabeth T. Forter 
R. Gene Davis (Term I)
Dorrit E. Friedlander 
Joseph A. Hopfensperger 
James S. Evans 
Peter A. Fritzell 
Nicholas C. Maravolo 
Hugo Martines 
Richard L. Yatzeck
Leave of Absence
Daniel L. Arnaud
Jerald Bullis (Terms II and 111)
Edward J. Moody
Allen M. Young (Term II)
Retirement 
Andrew C. Berry 
Mary E. Morion 
Helen C. Proctor
FOR SALE— 1969 Camaro 
Convertible, low mileage, 
must sell. Call Jon Seltzer, 
ext. 312.
Anthony C. Berman, Assistant 
Director of Admissions, plans to 
teach fifth and sixth grade in 
Manitowoc next fall. Berman 
took the position in the A d­
missions Office on a temporary 
basis as an experiment. He had 
become interested in admissions 
as a career when, as a I^awrence 
s tudent, he w orked on the 
Prospective Student Committee. 
But although he enjoyed his work 
here, he decided to take up his 
original ambition: teaching.
Spam is next year’s destination 
for D o rr it E . F r ie d la n d e r , 
Assistant Professor of German.
NEED A  NEW  
HANDBAG?
choose from over 1000 
models at Pah-low’s. 
Priced from $3 to $100.
Pah-faws
Luggage - Gifts 
303 W. College 
On the street of quality
JOHN’S STANDARD
303 E. College Open Daily 7 am - 10 pm
—G ET TH ERE FOR LESS—
All-Star Cast Highlights 
Honors Day Convocation
Her plans include both reading 
Medieval German Literature and 
attending a Spanish University. 
Mrs. Friedlander chose Spain 
because she has previously 
taught Spanish and would like to 
revive her fluency. After her 
sabbatical, Mrs. FYiedlander will 
teach at the Eningen Campus.
Andrew  C. Berry , Co lm an  
Professor of M a them atics , 
Em iritus, is retiring due to the 
school’s age policy. However, he 
will continue to teach here on a 
full-time basis during the ’72-’73 
academic year.
Five students and a faculty 
m em ber were honored at 
Lawrence University’s Honors 
Day Convocation, Thursday, May 
18, in the Chapel.
K ingm an  Brew ster J r .  
president of Yale University, was 
speaker at the convocation, held 
during Lawrence University’s 
week-long spring celebration of 
its 125th anniversary.
N. Dennis Chasteen, assistant 
professor of chemistry, received 
the Mrs. H. K. Babcock Award 
given to “a faculty or ad ­
ministrative member, a trustee, 
an alumnus, or a friend of 
Lawrence, in appreciation of 
generous cooperation with un­
dergraduate enterprises.”
The book prize was awarded to 
Gilbert Bond, a sophomore from 
New Albany, Ind.
The Fairfield Prize, presented 
annually to “the junior showing 
great promise of distinguished 
service in the promotion of 
human progress went to Robert 
McDonald.
Two students were nam ed 
recipients of this year’s Warren 
Hurst Stevens Prize, awarded to 
junior men “distinguished for 
high scholarship and for useful 
activity in university affa irs .” 
The w inners were M ark  
D illingham , and Richard Jerde.
Other prize recipients were:
Augustine Fosu, winner of the 
President’s Prize “to that black 
junior who has shown great 
academic promise.”
Dorothy Moorer, winner of the 
Martin Luther King Jr . Prize to 
the black senior “who mirrors 
the excellence for which Dr. King 
is remembered, his vision, his 
scholarship, his dedication to 
m ankind.”
Willie Midgett, winner of the 
Harriet Tubman Prize to a black 
junior “who in his years at 
Lawrence has worked to improve 
the lot of his fellow human 
beings.”
Fourteen new members of Phi 
Beta Kappa were also inducted at 
the Honors Day convocation. 
They are: Ann Marie Bahr, Bill 
Baer, Cath leen (B irac ree ) 
Carrot, Sue Fichera, Steve Gloe, 
Sandy Kepler, Larry Maple, Rick 
McLaughlin. Mona Passaris, AI 
Reynolds, Leslie S tr in gham . 
Pauline Van I.ankvelt, and Cindy 
White.
They join the eight members 
who were named in the fa l l : Jan  
Bragg, Tom Buesing, Penny 
Hawk, Phyllis Kanatzar, Karen 
Longo, Ted Tollefson, Carolyn 
W illiams, and John Yunker.
On Sunday, Mortar board in ­
ducted the following junior girls, 
who were chosen by the current 
m em bers  on the basis of 
scho larsh ip , le ade rsh ip , and 
serv ice  to the co m m u n ity : 
(»inger Bevis, Deb Burns, Ann 
( arrot, Linda Laarm un, Joanne 
McQuaid, Kate M iller, Cindy 
Percak. Phyllis Peter, Linda 
Rosenbauer, Mary Donn Rossi, 
Anne Skinner, Myra Soifer, Lynn 
TrepeL and Pam  Van Zyl.
Haifa Study Center 
Opened to Lawrence
Haifa, Israel is to be the site of 
a study program in Hebrew and 
Israelie life and culture spon­
sored by Oberlin College of Ohio.
The program is designed to 
provide academ ic experience in 
the study of Hebrew as a part of a 
culturally diverse living setting.
Mediterranean shores, Mount 
Carmel and the Jezreel Valley 
are the backdrop for the new 
U n ivers ity  of 4,500. The 
population of the school is mainly 
Israeli, Arab and Druze. The 
school specializes in programs 
for m inority groups in Israel, 
im m igrants, and for the study of 
the Kibbutz Movement.
The Middle East Program  at 
Haifa lasts ten months (Sep­
tember to Ju ly ) and includes a 
two month Ulpan for the study of 
Hebrew and trimesters of work at 
the University of Haifa.
The Ulpan consists of Hebrew 
classes during September and 
October for 25 hours per week. All 
students enrolled in the program 
are required to study Hebrew and 
are  p laced  accord ing  to 
a c h ie v e m e n t— b e g in n in g  to 
proficient.
Regular university courses will 
occupy the next ten months of the 
students’ time. The courses are 
given in English, Hebrew and 
several E u ro pean  languages. 
Special courses will also be of­
fered in Jewish and Israeli life 
and culture, and in the faculty’s 
specialty areas.
Although the program was 
originally for students (mainly 
juniors) from the Great Lakes 
Colleges Association, students 
from Lawrence are also invited 
to apply. The total cost should be 
about $3,500.
For further information con­
tac t: A ssociate Dean Dan ie l 
M e rr ill G LCA  M idd le  E ast 
P r o g r a m  — H a i f a , O b e r lin  
Co llege, O b e r lin , Ohio 44074, 
(216) 774 1221.
APPLETON 
HI-FI CENTER
323 W. College Ave, 
‘Across from Sears’
E 1n■11Rk 5
"One Day Service
311 EAST COLLEGE AVENUECl EH1EES
HOT? tr y ...
DAIRY DIP
1rs JUST A SHORT 
WALK UP LAWE ST. 
701E. Wisconsin
Today’s Exams Pleasant Change 
Compared to Exams of the Past
Exam  time may still be looked 
upon with trepidation but at least 
a Lawrence student now has the 
opportunity to sweat, shuffle his 
feet, sharpen his pencil, smoke a 
cigarette or get a drink of water 
without a proctor pacing past his 
desk. It may not relieve anyone to 
know that they are better off than 
anyone in the class of 1949 when 
examination time creeps around, 
yet the a tm osphere  is con ­
siderably more relaxed than the 
times that the alum ni remember.
It seems that a Lawrence 
facu lty  m em ber who had 
traveled in the East returned to 
Appleton with a new method of 
giving final examinations. This 
method was known as “ the 
Harvard system .”
A pparen tly  the fe llow  who 
proposed this idea did not remain 
at Lawrence but left to become 
the President of another in ­
stitution. It is possible that this 
man found it necessary to his 
su rv iv a l to depart a fte r in ­
stituting a complicated system 
which demanded much time and
Local Walk Planned
A walk for development to 
raise  m oney and create  
awareness of five projects is 
being held Saturday, May 27, 
sponsored by Appleton Young 
World Development.
The projects, two foreign and 
three local, which are being 
benefited are: Frelimo, a black 
lib e ra tio n  m ovem ent in M o ­
zambique, one of the world’s 
last colonies. Funds will be used 
for desperately needed medical 
supplies.
The other foreign beneficiary is 
the Quaker hospital which gives 
aid to amputees and refugees in 
Quang Trai, South Vietnam
Locally, funds go to Friends 
Inc. answering, counseling and 
referral service to help pay for 
the phones.
Casa Clare, a halfway house for 
women in the Fox Valley will 
rece ive  m oney for b u ild in g  
repairs.
La R a za , a self-help o r­
ganization for area Mexican- 
A m ericans  w ill receive 
assistance for its newspaper.
The walkers, who follow a 25 
m ile route through the Valley, 
co llect sponsors who donate 
money per m ile walked.
The route starts at Goodland 
Field at 8.00 a .m . and goes 
th rough A pp le ton , K im b e rly , 
Com b ined  Locks, K aukauna , 
Little Chute, Appleton, and back 
to the Field.
Food, medical aid, and trans­
portation back to Appleton will 
be available at several check 
points. For more information, 
call 731-3933 in the evening, or 
Hans Verbeten, 739-4626, or Mary 
Hertel, 733-4943.
THERE 
COMES 
A TIME 
WHEN
COMPROMISE 
OFFERS 
THE ONLY 
COURSE 
FOR SELF- 
REALIZATION
Du It 
At
BOB’S
BARBER
SHOP
3rd Floor 
Zuelke Bldg.
effort on the part of the faculty 
and even more mental strain 
than necessary for those students 
who were subjected to these mass 
exam ina tions . H av ing  le ft, 
however, the originator of this 
system may have been unaware 
that the system which be instilled 
here in the dairyland would 
become such a notable academic 
community as “ the Harvard of 
the Midwest.”
At any rate, this system of 
testing became an established 
part of the life  of the 
a lp h a b e t iz e d , c a te g o r iz e d  
Lawrence student. The exam 
schedules appeared  in the 
Lawrentian in the same way that 
they do today. The only d if­
ference was that the schedule 
specified that everyone would 
meet at the same place, the 
Campus Gymnasium .
This sm all, brick, vine-covered 
structure was located on the site 
where Y oungch ild  H a ll now 
stands. The basketball courts 
were fille d  w ith  num bered  
chairs. At the designated hour the 
students filed quickly and quietly 
into the room, received the ap ­
propria te  3x5, sealed ex ­
am ination packet, and found 
their respective seats.
M iss Dorothy D rah e im , 
R e g is tra r , reca lls  assem b ling  
the multitude of examination 
packets. “ It became such a 
routine that after awhile I could 
assemble four or five pages 
without ever taking my eyes off 
of the book that I was reading.”
If a student’s packet was 
marked to indicate that his 
financial affairs had not been 
settled, he was prohibited from
taking the exam untii he had 
consulted the Business Office.
For three hours proctors 
paraded up and down the var­
nished floor and gazed from their 
stations in the balcony of the 
gym. Meanwhile, the students 
struggled diligently with their 
respective exams, hardly daring 
to take their eyes off of the paper.
Even after an hour and a half of 
intense concentration, an a m ­
bitious student d idn ’t dare leave 
the crowded room even though he 
could no longer concentrate on 
the blurred words before him . 
The proctors were instructed to 
record the time at which the 
students handed in their smudged 
exam booklet and fled from the 
stuffy room in desperation.
Fortunately, Lawrence was on 
the semester system at that time 
so that this form idable procedure 
was only undergone twice a year. 
Miss Draheim  recounted with a 
chuckle the last exams held in the 
gymnasium . On that cold, winter 
day, someone had taken the time 
to add a little humor to the dreary 
scene. A large sign, hung over th e . 
en trance  to the gym , read , 
“ Abandon Hope, All Ye Who 
Enter Here.”
So the hope of ever convincing 
anyone that such a system was an 
essential part of the learning 
process was abandoned  and  
replaced by the present Honor 
System . A ccord ing  to M iss 
Draheim , “ It was one of the most 
dram atic changes that has taken 
place.”
In fact, it was a very well 
planned and calculated change. 
By the time today’s students got 
to Alexander Gymnasium , the 
exam would be over.
MEMBERS OF' THE ARIEL staff have worked feverishly the 
past few weeks to put out an annual in record time. Positions of 
Ariel and Tropos editors for next year are still open (see 
editorial).
Sociology Starts in Fall
Associate Professor of 
Government Chong-Do Hah, who 
cha ired  the com m itte e  that 
searched for 3 Sociology 
department head for two and a 
half years, characterized the new 
department as “developing a 
solid core program .”
Hah declared that "the courses 
will be of interest to serious 
students since they present real 
sociology , not ju s t w hat is 
popular at the m om ent.” A 
department develops a program 
such as this basically around its 
first member, according to Hah. 
The search, which finally ended 
with Dr. Marden, took so long for
just that reason.
The Sociology Department’s 
projected future calls for a three 
man staff by the academic year 
1974. This is subject to the usual 
fund pressures, num ber of 
majors, and students enrolled in 
the courses
There are some corrections to 
be made in what was listed for 
sociology in the course catalogue. 
Courses listed as Government 35 
and 50, can also be registered for 
as Sociology 35 and 50. A new 
course, the Politics of Race and 
Ethic Relations (pending final 
faculty approval) w ill be offered 
in Term II.
Flanagan’s £ i  PARTY PORT
728 W. College, APPLETON 734-1868
BALI HAI CHAMPAGNE 
4-5 qt. $1.39 or 3 for $3.75
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE, June 5-8, 1972
Monday, June 5 a.m. Classes meeting at 9:50 T T S
p.m. Classes meeting at 8:30 M W F; 
Economics 52, Mathematics 19, 
Slavic 21
Tuesday, June (1 a.m. Classes meeting at 2:50 M W F; 
German 11, German 12, Music 54
p.m. Classes meeting at 9:50 M W F
Wednesday, June 7 a.m. Classes meeting at 1:30 M W F; 
History 48, Psychology 44
p.m. Classes meeting at 11:10 M W F; 
Mathematics 33
Thursday, June 8 a.m. Classes meeting at 8:30 T T S; 
Classics 23, Economics 41, 
Government 42, History 45
%
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A Little Creativity
Children’s poems from Paul Cahan’s middle grade classes at 
McKinley School.
THE BONK
An upperdog and
an underdog
met in the street.
The upperdog carried 
a bone in
his mouth, 
tried to sneak by.
But the underdog
snatched it, 
threw it — one fling —  
into the gutter!
Whereupon, startled, 
the upper:
“ Now why did you do that? 
It was a good bone,
I would gladly have 
shared it
with you.”
Snarling, the under:
“ It wasn’t mine,
I did not find it — 
that’s why.”
T h j. bosTK 0 VfAJL [$
“A MODEST PROPOSAL”
(A reaction to the May 19 Lawrentian)
The main point, m'lad, 
ye must, once for all, 
cram into yer
vain empty head—
I did not come here 
t ’learn 
a lot of trivial nonsense, 
which long before 1 was born, 
thoroughly I knew'.
Get this straight:
If I condescend to study,
'tis on the one condition, 
that from now on 
I shall take the sole initiative in 
and responsibility for 
Whatever’s taught in this
cursed. God forsaken place.
Understand?. . . .
Yer role being strictly confined 
to a benevolent cloud 
in the skies; 
specifically:
A harmless-humble-uninterfering 
senior assistant.
Ye may, if ye wish, 
provide some short
piquant bibliographies; 
also a few tips, 
how to stir, stimulate, 
a rather lethargic, unprepared audience.
Still, there I draw the line.
In all essentials, 
me and my staff of 
vigorous juvenile iconoclasts 
take over!
THE W O LV ER IN E
An American poet, age of nineteen, 
lately taken to cutting short his hair.
Something blew away
my London haze of fog and Players cigarettes.
The fantasy of wind blown from missiles 
joining east and west overhead, 
or perhaps a new love of American hamburgers 
real rare coming from a vegetarian diet.
I speak now with litmus care.
The wolverine is out of place
on Western prairie or Eastern steppe,
tenacious
as an iceberg
of pure reason, 
frozen music in a Colorado sunset.
I ’m no pacifist, yet in my crusty 
dogshit visionary self-concept 
I puke (vomit, with feeling) 
at the negation
of suicide.
Sense (reason and feeling)
is blown away like forgotten pollens now,
and death is senseless.
—CH RIST OPH ER GRESOV 
Class of ’73
(currently playing the blues in London.)
X<l*- cscusjn codjls r \\co-S
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Zombie
Walk the path from dawn til dusk 
never erring to mistrust 
the broken lies as spoke to us 
by sinful priests with disgust
Never, ever light thy fire 
A spreading flame creates that m ire 
Feared by beasts of high desire 
Trapped in it they might expire
Submit and spread the cancerous mold, 
‘Tis but a lifetime to be told 
that hot is cold and dirt is gold &
Only fools are ever bold
Walk the dirge of living death 
Merely to gasp polluted breath 
Poisoned by the sickening stench 
Of the dumm ies whose minds are lynched.
rally
& here in this incredibly-white white 
ghetto, war is war only when it comes 
with bombs, with noise, on color T V. right 
before your eyes each nite at 10, with some 
on-the-spot reporter reporting But when­
ever there’s something involving the black 
of me and the white of you, it ’s only 
a disturbance & not as morally 
heavy & therefore doesn’t rate prime time. 
What must be done to the living dead to 
get them to see, to accept the fact that 
we are at war right here, right now, in 
this used-to-be land of the brave, a war 
without benefit of remote control.
RAIN  WOMAN
dear Earth , forgive me please, for dropping in 
like this, i knew that you wer^in a dry 
mood earlier today, I knew but then 
fell anyway, unwilling to derfy 
contractions of a higher womb, the sky.
And here I find myself walking along
your reluctant surface, in spite of my shyness seeping beyond 
where I belong:
Inside, apart from the sound of my song,
I pay for intruding several feet deep,
for disturbing dormant seeds much too strong
(or too unwilling) to remain asleep
In a now defunct and wet privacy
what threat am  I can I possibly be‘>
insanity’s
just another
form
of the 
day-to-day
alienation
you and I wear; 
it ’s 
spelled
differently, 
that's all
it ye-n soup
aj/ ov«-r 1 vTvU
“ SKUSHNA” : April 17. 1972
“ Whan that Aprill with his shoures sote
The droghte of Marche hath perced to the rote . . . ”
—CHAUCER
“ April is the crudest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land . . . ”
I t ’s a grim  afternoon 
When first warmth of spring 
Carries hatreds of our fathers 
To ears of all their sons.
The fresh smells of new life 
Find- discordant sounds 
Meeting confused ears and hearts 
Their reception to spring's light.
A “civilized” rite of spring:
Bring peace to hearts!
Send quiet to ears!
End the weeping and gnashing!
But it is not so simple 
It is not tears and torment 
It is not black and white.
Simply, it is complex anguish. 
Which bleeds with a sigh 
From our souls.
— ELIOT
—ANONYMOUS
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EVERYT H IN G  RUT MONDAY
Tell the men in the white shirts 
(The stifled “m ajo rity” )
That I won’t be around bothering them :
No more petitions 
OR
Word-clogged speakers 
OR
Social marches.
We have shouted 
And pleaded 
And chanted 
And cried,
But men can close their eyes and ears.
Four years I have worked for my goals. 
Others have tried four hundred for theirs.
The Man can ignore us a while longer.
I am not apolitical;
I am waiting.
I will see them begging forgiveness at their death 
And hearing silence.
Some men first see
Only when their eyes are frozen open
In death
— LILIAS JO N ES
Korir Paces Kohawks Past 
St. Olaf in Conference Meet
DOUG GILBERT clears the bar to win the pole vault and set a new conference record at the 
conference meet last weekend He reached 14’6 4 ” . Coe won the meet.
Viking Baseball Team Ends 
Season On Successful Note
Last week’s season ending 
Midwest Conference Meet was a 
disappointing finale for the sixth 
p lace  Law rence  V ik ings . As 
expected the eventual winner 
was Coe with K ip Korir of Coe a 
close behind. The Kohawk from 
Kenya captured the 440 in 48.4, 
the 220 in 2.18, the triple jum p in a 
conference record of 47’11” , the 
mile relay in 3:26, and captured 
seconds in the javelin with a toss 
of 188’5” and second in the 440 
relay. St. O laf came in second 
with 59 team points followed by 
Cornell and Carleton with 34 and 
31, respectively.
° L aw rence ’s streng th  was 
definitely in the field events as 
only the m ile relay could place on 
the track by taking a third. The 
quartet of Brad McDonald, John 
S troem er, Ja y  L a Jo ne , and 
Dennis Quinlan toured the oval in 
a speedy 3:27.8. Co-captain John 
Stroemer’s 1:57.8 in the 880 was 
good for third but he was sub­
sequently d isqua life d  as the 
result of an accidental back- 
stretch elbowing in an attempt to 
pass on the inside without in ­
terfering with a slower runner.
Co-captain Doug Gilbert was 
the Viking man of the hour as the 
senior from Sturgeon Bay ended 
his Lawrence track career by 
setting  M idw est Conference, 
Whiting Field, and Lawrence 
records with his vault of 14’6*4” .
The long jum p provided the 
remainder of the Vike’s points as 
the A. C. Denny Award con­
tenders Tom Keith and J im  
Toliver combined for gold and 
bronze m eda ls  by ju m p in g  
21’3:,4” and 20’8V\ respectively.
Coach Gene Davis was not 
particularly pleased with the 
showing but noted that nearly 
everyone ran their best time 
during the weekend competition. 
The conference meet is a 
cham p io nsh ip  program  and
because only five people can 
place, many fine performances 
go past unrewarded. Lawrence 
has good reason to be proud of its 
com pe tito rs  who tra in  and 
compete during the season giving 
the ir best each tim e  w hile  
representing the school in the 
sports arena.
Carleton Coasts to 
Tennis Championship
LU N —Lawrence University’s 
tennis team made it to the sem i­
final rounds of two matches of 
singles competition at the M id­
west Conference Tennis Meet 
held at Lawrence University to 
tally its lone four points of the 
two-day meet, May 19-20.
Carleton College opened a big 
lead in the first day ’s singles 
play, winning three of the four 
singles crowns, and went on to 
win the meet with a total of 21 
points. Grinnell, Monmouth, and 
Ripon tied for second place with 
nine points each, ahead of St. Olaf 
with seven, Coe and Lawrence 
tied with four, and Knox with two 
and Cornell with one.
Lawrence’s Jeff Martin, the 
V ike’s No. 2 man, made it to the 
sem i- final round in s ing les 
competition before being dealt a 
defeat by B ipon’s Randy Krohn. 
Martin beat the No. 2 singles 
second seeded player in his first 
round of competition to enter the 
semi-finals.
Lawrence’s Gary Patrick also 
made it to the semi-finals of the 
tournament, defeating a No. 4 
seeded player in No. 3 singles in 
his first round. He was defeated 
in the semi-finals by Carleton’s 
Rick Picard.
G oing into the conference 
meet, the Viking tennis team was 
4-2 in dual meet competition.
In 1972 the Lawrence baseball 
team had the best season it ’s ever 
had. The team finished with 11 
wins and 9 losses, their record in 
the Midwest Conference was 4 
and 2, good enough to tie them for 
1st place with St. O laf College. 
The only problem that the team 
experienced was that when the 
conference coaches voted to 
determine who would represent 
the northern division in the 
conference play-offs, they voted 
against the Vikings. But, besides 
that unfortunate incident the 
season was more than a success.
This w-as the first year that the 
Vikings had ever even tied for 
first place in the conference. The 
team played brilliant baseball for 
almost all the season, but after 
they learned that they had lost 
the vote to St. O laf they fell apart. 
The high spots of the season were 
numerous. The spring trip to 
Tennessee not only helped 
smooth out the rough spots, but 
also brought the Vikes back with 
a 3 and 3 record, the best they’ve 
ever returned with. The team 
then put together an eight game
winning streak, the longest a 
Lawrence baseball team has 
ever had. During this winning 
spree the team knocked off St. 
Olaf by a score of 10 to 4, this was 
the sweetest victory, and most 
impressive. They also scored a 
crucial come from behind win 
over Ripon.
Another good thing about this 
team was that there was no one 
major do it all player. Steve 
Blomberg led the team at the 
plate. He is also among the 
leaders in the nation in that 
category. He is currently 6th in 
batting average with .475; he is 
also rated in home runs (2nd) 
and runs batted in (4th) in the 
n a tion . In  the fie ld , Dave 
Rothschild, Mike Grogan, and 
Capt. Dave Arakawa led the 
team with some very smooth 
professional glove work As for 
the pitchers, again there wasn't a 
best, they were all good. Larry 
Nowlin, Steve Ehren, Bill Greer, 
Dan Toycen, and Ken Howell all 
cam e  up w ith  great pe r­
formances.
The most suprising thing about
the whole season was the support 
that the team got from its fans. 
Lawrence had the best following 
of any team they played. The 
people liked their hot dogs, knew 
their baseball, and were more 
than partisan. Next year the 
team should be even better. They 
will feel the loss of seniors Dave 
Arakawa, Mike Grogan, Larry 
Nowlin, and Scott Ferguson, but 
with some new freshmen and 
more experience they will come 
back and be even more exciting.
At the end of each season the 
team votes certain awards to the 
players whose performance is 
worthy of it. The following is a list 
of the winners:
Most Valuable Pitcher- Ken 
Howell
Most Valuable Hitter- Steve 
Blomberg 
Most Valuable Fielder- Dave 
Rothschild 
Most V a luab le  Team m ate- 
Dave Arakawa 
C ap ta in  for 1973- Dave 
Rothschild
St. Olaf Captures 
MWC Conf. Golf
LUN— Lawrence University’s 
golf team finished fourth among 
the 10 teams which competed in 
the Midw-est Conference golf 
meet held on Lawrence’s home 
course May 18-19 
St. O laf was the winner of the 
meet on the 72 par High Cliff golf 
course. The Oles, led by co­
medalist Bob Schumacher (152) 
totalled 618 strokes for the 36 
holes. Runnerup Knox had 623, 
Carleton 630 and Lawrence 634.
G rinnell’s Skip Tredway tied 
S chum acher for in d iv id u a l 
honors, while Lawrence’s Kim 
M asterson tied for fourth  
medalist with a 156.
Other Vike cards were Bill 
Riebel, 158; Tom Meyers, 160, 
R ick Stark, 161 and Bris Gannett, 
164.
Going into the 1972 Midwest 
Conference meet, the Viking 
team , coached by A th letic  
Director Hon Boberts, were 4-2 in 
dual meet competition.
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Custom 
Pipes, Tobaccos, 
Accessories and Magazines
304 E. College Ave., 734-2821
Why Pack Twice
* No need to pack and transport all those fall and 
winter clothes liome over the summer only to re­
pack them and re-transport them back to school 
next fall.
* We’ll deliver a giant hamper to your dorm. When 
you’ve filled it call us for pickup.
* Everything cleaned and stored on hangers in our 
own state inspected and insured facilities.
* Everything delivered ready to use when you ask 
for them fall term.
Nothing To Pay Until Fall
Phone 733-6678
think about PIZZA . . .  and call
M A R K  & T O M ’ S 
739-4231
Free Delivery for Orders Over $2.00 o r .. .
111 N. Walnut-----Open at 4:00 p.m.
ALSO BUCKETS OF:
chicken - fish - hamburgers - hot beef - french fries 
- onion rings
